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It has been a wonderful year for the celebration of Father Bede on his 10th Anniversary.The Sangha had its celebration at Gant’s House in July and the reports in our last issue reflect the joy that welled up as we gathered together to mark this special event.  During August there was the John Main Seminar at Reading in the UK, which again had Father Bede as its focus.  One of the real pleasures here was to meet Bruno Barnhart who edits our sister publication in the States, The Golden String, the bulletin of the Bede Griffiths Trust.  There were events in America,  there was the re-publication of three of Father Bede’s books by Medio Media, and, of course, the publication of Brother Martin’s own book, You Are the Light.So many people have worked hard to make this year of celebration so special.  I would like to mention particularly Bernard Kilroy who mounted two exhibitions of the work of Jyoti Sahi, an artist who was a friend of Father Bede, and Caroline McKenzie, a long standing member of the Sangha who introduced us to bhajan singing as part of our worship.  Both of these artists have created styles of Indian Christian art that truly reflect the integration of East and West at a new level.. During the summer someone said to me that he had heard that the Sangha was somewhat ‘sentimental’.  My immediate reaction was to  experience this as a criticism.  Perhaps it was, but on reflection, I felt that if sentimental implies a community that lives as much in the heart as in the intellect, then that would be a true reflection of Father Bede’s own life of integration which is portrayed so 

wonderfully in Shirley du Boulay’s article in this issue.The year has also been marked by developments in the social work projects in India, including one actually initiated when Father Bede was alive but which was never completed.   This is the construction of houses for the workers of the ashram.  Due to the generosity of Sangha members, and others, these are now under construction and in our next issue we will publish photos of the work in progress.2006 will be the centenary of Fr Bede’s birth and projects are already in hand including publication of a book of his letters, and the publication of talks he gave in the temple at Shantivanam.  Lots to be getting on with!NamasteAdrian
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Brother Martin, who is currently in charge of the Ashram at Shantivanam during the absence of Father George, writes,Dear Jill, Adrian and friends,It is almost a month that I am back to the ashram and I am still remembering the sweet memories and the fruitful time I had during my recent visit to Europe. I would like to thank all of you for your affection, love and support. The Sangha event at Gaunts House was memorable. It was such an out-pouring of joy, friendship and sharing. It was really a celebration.  I would like to thank specially all who have helped our social 

welfare projects. We have distributed notebooks, uniform to the poor children and the other deserving children. This year the rains have failed and people are suffering without the proper work. We wanted to help the children.  So we have started a nutrition program of distributing one egg to a child (from the age of 6 to 15) twice a week. Around 400 children have registered their names. This program stbegins from the 1  of September. I shall send the names of the children very soon to the persons who have given help particularly for the children. We will also start distributing milk to children below the age of 6 everyday. While Shantivanam concentrates on the village of Thannirpalli, the Swami Bede Dayananda Trust will concentrate on Pattavarthy, Rajendram and Marudur. Ann Beazer, Chris Line, Meena Watts and Chris Watts have visited the ashram and the Swami Bede Dayanada Trust and have helped with the gift of £3,800 to build the Kindergarten. We would like to thank them in a special way.We have already begun building five houses for our labourers. The £2,250 for the three house has been donated by the participants at the Gaunt's house and the Bede Griffiths Sangha. The foundation work has been competed. Within two months the houses will be completed. We are making the Blue Print for the community hall and hope to begin the work as early as possible.The community of Shantivanam is going on well. Br. Amaldas is the Secretary and the administrator, Fr. Dominic is responsible for the children's projects and the projects for the elderly. Fr. Paul is responsible for the formation of the young brothers. I take care of the guests and the social work. Br. George is responsible for the farming and labourers. Fr. 

George has gone for higher studies in Kerala. At the moment we do not have many guests. We wish that many friends from overseas visit us. This will support our ashram needs. We also will be happy if people bring groups to the ashram.thOn 12  September I will be going to Jaipur, in Rajastan to share some thoughts to a group of Sisters, belonging to the Park Place sisters in U.K. I shall be back to the ashram on th28  of September.I sincerely thank you again for your love, affection and support.Br. Martin

Rains fail in Southern India - Shantivanam & the Trust assist with food programmes

Sr Rose Matthews Director of the Swami Bede Dayananda Trust assists with food programmes in the villages around Shantivanam
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An oasis in the middle of an oasis is how I would sum up Beech Tree Cottage, set as it is in the beautiful Kent countryside. Skimming across the newly formed garden pond were emerald blue dragon flies; a red admiral made a leisurely landing on the lawn; the bees provided their own music as they trooped from flower to flower.  The day was perfect!  Bright and sunny for the sun worshipers and yet not too hot for those who find too much heat oppressive.A selection of cold drinks awaited our arrival in the garden.  Then followed an introductory time of renewing friendships and acquaintances  not in the usual way: “May name is…I'm from…and I work…” No! We spent half an hour listening to each other's spiritual stories  each one completely different, yet in a way we were all making the same climb up the spiritual mountain.Brother Martin, exuding his usual radiance as befits one who truly lives out his spiritual beliefs, spoke to us for about an hour.  He gave us an enlightened and enlightening talk on the differences between the wisdom religions such as Buddhism and the prophetic religions such as Christianity.  As he alternated from one to the other it all suddenly became clear why there is so much tension and dissent between the two approaches to belief.  Brother Martin used the illustration of ascending a mountain.  When we stop on our way upwards to build a house (of religious structure and belief), we can almost become 

housebound and refuse to continue to climb!  I found this so helpful and clear.  He gave us another analogy when he liked the different religions to the motor car; we travel along quite happily until our car comes to the river.  What do we do?  Do we stay in our car and admire the view or do we forsake the car and become one with the water?And so our morning session ended with a meditation.  Brother Martin suggested we picture our thoughts as though they were clouds that come and go; the blue sky as the real self and the sun as the Divine.  The imagery was simple yet profound as we visualised the warmth and strength of God's love.After a 'bring and share' lunch in the afternoon a discussion took place including a question and answer session about 'free will'.  Brother Martin referred to Eve in the Garden of Eden  the conclusion was reached that perhaps our so-called choices are in fact choice-less ch o i ce s .So how would I sum up this latest Beech Tree Sangha?  It was, for me, a day of priceless spiritual pearls.  I was inspired,  and I hope my fellow mountain climbers felt the same.  Thank you Brother Martin.Margaret Durkin is a Sangha member who lives at St Margaret’s Bay, Kent

With Brother Martin at Beech Tree CottageByMargaret Durkin 
Members of the East Kent Sangha celebrating the launch of ‘You Are the Light’ with Brother Martin at Waterstone’s bookshop in Canterbury. Brother Martin has been a regular visitor to Kent over the last few years and this year gave a one day retreat at Beech Tree Cottage, which is described in this issue by Margaret Durkin.From left to right: Bob, Wendy, Pauline,, Brother Martin, Chelca, Jill and Susanna.
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I met Bede Griffiths at Shantivanam for the first time in September 1989.  His book, The Marriage of East and West, was already my travelling companion.  I found the idea of a Christian ashram interesting and I hoped to be inspired by the experience, although I had not had anything to do with the Catholic Church and Christianity for a long time.At Shantivanam I went to the church service given by Father Bede and even took Holy Communion in the form of a piece of typical Indian flat bread,  “This is the first time I have taken communion in 25 years”, I said to Father Bede: he answered with a friendly smile.  For the most part I was busy taking pictures during the mass.  This first meeting with Father Bede was only a superficial one.  I remembered him as a pleasant figure and appreciated the memory.  His ideas about religion in general, and Christianity and the Church in particular, matched my ideas for the most part.Two and a half year later, In April 1992, I heard that Father Bede would be giving a lecture in Stuttgart and I decided, albeit with some reluctance (Father Bede was not so very important to me at that time) to go to the lecture and take this chance of seeing Father Bede again.  It was a cold rainy day, as we, the four of us, arrived at a Protestant church known as the Hospitalhof.  I had no particular expectation and was starting to walk towards the church entrance when I met Father Bede coming through the door.  He had on the typical kavi as worn by the Indian sannyasis. On top of that he had an original Bavarian green 'Loden', a 

coat of coarse woollen cloth with deer horn buttons.  I had difficulty knowing how to greet him because I did not expect him to remember our first meeting.  Finally I gathered up my courage and extended my hand to greet him.  He clasped my right hand with both of his hands, which, I later learned, is how he greets people.  He gave me the feeling that I was important to him, accepted who I was and not how I should have been or believed that I should be.  Our contact lasted no more that 15 seconds; the words exchanged were unimportant.Hardly had he let go of my hand and I had started walking in the direction of the church entrance, when I was suddenly overwhelmed by a surge of love.  I reached the church interior with effort and only managed to just sit down.  With my face embedded in my hands I was barely able to contain myself, to take command over my feelings so as to not weep uncontrollably.  During these moments wave after wave of love swelled in me  it was a love that was not of our world.  For me there was no doubt that the source of this overwhelming love was Father Bede.  To my relief I was able to take control of my feelings and to avoid making a scene.  The lecture that followed, simultaneously interpreted by Michael von Brück, in comparison to the overwhelming experience of love was insignificant; this was the other Bede Griffiths, the theologian, the scientist.The feeling was as if Father Bede had broken open a dam within myself, behind which my instinct and feelings had been buried up to this point and which were now flowing without any reservation to the innermost realms of my heart.  From that moment I saw Father Bede in a completely different and new light.  The 

memory of this experience was with my constantly over the coming weeks.  Even at night I felt his presence as if a surge of electricity was flowing through my whole body.  I have no memory of thinking about a master-follower relationship at that time, probably because I never had searched for a master.  It is likely that I feared such a relationship would create a dependence that would rob me of my precious freedom and independence.  Still, how does the saying go, 'When a student is ready, the master will appear'?  And I was ready.September that same year, 1992, another meeting with Father Bede took place.  It was in the clinic, 'Haus Bruneck' in Kreuth, on the Tegernsee.  Roland Ropers invited the public to a film evening in which a television programme about Father Bede was being shown.  Only three days earlier I had my first dream about Father Bede during a hike in the Silvretta area of the Austrian Alps.  My hiking friend, Sigrid and I slept on a sandbank between the stone slide and not far from a rushing glacier stream.  We were in our sleeping bags under the open sky.  My dream is as vivid now, eight years later as if it had happened only yesterday.  I still call it my 'fateful dream' for it involved my unsolved problem with Christ and the Church; and in general what is the real religion.I was standing in front of a door; wide open to a place that was a combination of Christian monastery and Indian ashram.   It stood just outside my village  I felt that I would meet Father Bede inside; still I hesitated to enter. Suddenly the scene changed and I was in a typical Indian countryside with a straight road on which I could see Father Bede walking as a real sannyasi 

does, towards me but off at quite a distance.  Overwhelmed with happiness I jumped out of my sleeping bag (only in my dream) and went to meet Father Bede with a growing sense of love and happiness within my heart.  Finally I was standing in front of him and greeted him in Hindu manner, with folded hands and a light bow.  In this moment he was transformed into a fairly dark skinned, very insignificant looking sannyasi with a Moslem cap on his head.  Then he said to me in German: “Verehre nicht den bekannten Bede Griffiths, sondem den unbekannten”, which means 'Don't honour the known Bede Griffiths rather the unknown man'.Again the scene changed back to the earlier picture, only this time of the style of the building was more like a European monastery.  I saw Father Bede coming from the corner of the inner courtyard accompanied by a European and  to my great despair  went up a stairway.  My deepest desire to meet him was almost gone, when he turned around, at the top of the stairs, looked at me and motioned for me to come.  Unbelievably happy I ran up the few stairs.  The European had disappeared.  Father Bede went with me to each door, apparently with the intention that we use one of the rooms to talk with each other.  Behold all the doors were locked.  Finally our search for a place to visit ended behind the curtain of a simple stage in a country theatre.  Father Bede sat down in a rattan chair.  I knelt before him and touched his knee with my forehead in deep reverence and love.  I felt the pulse of his blessing go deep into my inner being.  Then at the same time I heard a voice  Father Bede's voice  at first in German and then in English:  “Do you know that the universal age has just begun?”  I 

Father Bede and the Universal ChristByFritz Kortler4
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responded, “Do you mean a new universal period?” He replied. “Yes”.  Then I woke up.I didn't pay that much attention to these words at the time because I was not aware of the meaning that Bede Griffiths had for the world and for the church.  This changed rapidly only in a few days following my renewed meeting with Father Bede in Kreuth.  I had the opportunity, thanks to Roland Ropers who I had not met before, of sitting next to Father Bede, 'shoulder to shoulder'.  I told him about my dream and he alertly listened without making any comment.  The entire following night in my hotel room, his shakti flowed through me like electricity during my alternating periods of prayer and meditation.  My hotel was called 'Waldfrieden' which translated is Shantivanam' or 'Forest of Peace'.After I returned home another moving experience happened after only a few days.  I was sitting with Sigrid, with whom I had a close spiritual friendship at the time, eating breakfast.  Suddenly, without any warning, a strong spiritual force filled me and I fled into the next room and threw myself, length-wise, on the floor.  During the following half hour a powerful completely intuitive experience overcame me.  It opened the universal dimension of the spirit of Father Bede and his meaning for our present world of change and flux.  Since this blessed hour I carry in my heart the unshakeable knowledge that the spirit of Father Bede is completely identical with the Universal Christ, and that he is the 'transformator' of the Revelation of John, the Apocalypse.“The Old is past.  Look I make everything new”.Probably I was allowed to have such an extreme experience to shake my critical and sceptical mind.  I could not pass this off just as a 'psychic projection'.  A distinct characteristic of all my dreams connected to Father Bede is that they don't complement my ego, rather they are unpretentious and require humbleness.  

This is the interpretation of the scene in the dream when Father Bede sat down behind the stage rather than on the stage.  That means, I am convinced of this, that his spirit does not gather popularity in public.  In each case his spirit does not come in a spectacular way, rather it comes in obscure ways.  'Honour not the known Bede Griffiths, rather the unknown man'.  Our ego does not remain in hiding; rather it wants to stand on the stage.  In my dreams Father Bede 

always appears in the form of a plain everyday person, or what often happens, in the form of a person held in contempt, an outsider in society.  In this way he teaches that he has an unconditional solidarity with them.  This is the unchangeable characteristic of Christ.  I am in danger of self-deception; therefore he makes me aware of this in a loving and often humorous way, that gives me a feeling of deep appreciation and love.  Such experiences are a test and a lesson for me at the same time.  They are engulfed in the security that I will be protected and not led astray.A further clear characteristic of my spiritual dreams is that they never make me fearful or uncertain, rather they always help to heal spiritual wounds in times of despair and oppression.  That often leads me to my utmost limit in terms of what I can tolerate.  Such experiences almost always have to do with disgrace and humiliation, against which I do not defend or justify myself; according to the words of Jesus: “Resist not 

the Devil”.Over the next two years my continuous unresolved problems with Christ intensified and more vehemently pressed towards clarification, and then I had a 'redeeming' dream.  I was looking at a big photo calendar and discovered among the pictures, to my great happiness, a beautiful coloured picture of Bede Griffiths.  In the background the photographer and publisher of the calendar was standing.  He was a 

friend of mine who had often hurt my feelings and whom I had been able to forgive with Father Bede's help.  He is not a religious man, in the common sense; I looked at this picture for a long time with an overwhelming feeling of affection and adoration.  Then I continued to turn the pages.  On the next side there was a 'bad person' with a real criminal looking face printed in black and white.  I became angry and thought: “How can that fit together?  Here is Bede Griffiths, a holy man, and immediately following a criminal”.  Then I heard a voice  Father Bede's voice: “I search for contact with the criminal”.  These words coincided with those of St Paul; “The lowly, the weak in the world has been chosen by God to overthrow the strong.  Because I am weak I am strong”.The following day, I had the opportunity of participating in a pubic meditation at a Benedictine monastery for the first time.  The leader was an older, white haired Benedictine monk named Beda Muller. His book Komm in mir Wohen (Come and Dwell in Me), in which Bede 

Griffiths is mentioned, made me curious about him.  Just before beginning the meditation with Father Beda I had an intensive prayer and conversation with Christ in the beautiful Baroque church of the monastery.  This prepared me for the final decisive step of my long, stony path in my search for Christ.  The fact that this happened through the meeting with a Benedictine monk, with the name, Beda, and who, like Father Bede, was spiritually broad and open to the eastern meditation practice, seemed to me a sign from above.In the early hours of the following day I was lying awake in bed and it happened:  Christ came to me, not visually, not dramatically, but in the depths of my heart, for always.This I felt with an unmistakable certainty. My search of many years for Christ in the great religions of the world  Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism  finally found its end; the circle was complete.  It was Father Bede who freed me from the narrow corset of religion and took the fear away that Christ could confine me.  He alone could complete this wonder because he himself experienced this deliverance after long internal struggles.  Since this time I experience the universal Christ, who exempts no thing and no person from his salvation and who comes to tear down the walls between humanity and religions with his unconditional love. I was a very goal orientated logical person with high ideals and standards  typical masculine characteristics.  This animus energy drove me to extreme physical adventures: living with nomadic tribes in Arabia, exploring, as the first man, a jungle river in West Africa with a dugout canoe, crossing the Atlantic Ocean in a small boat, hiking actross the winter ice of the Sanskar River in the Himalayas.  I was looking for the extreme exploring an inner search for my own limitations.  It was Father Bede who helped me uncover the suppressed feminine anima in myself.  Everyone who knows me 

The feeling was as if Fr Bede had broken open a dam within myself
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NEWSLETTERcan see the change in me.Parallel to the dreams that brought about this transformation I had other dreams, the source of which was also Father Bede, in which he showed me how the Catholic Church suffers from this lack of the feminine.“I am standing on a hill outside Rome and am looking at the vineyards around St Peter's.  In the background, close to me, a woman was standing unpretentiously.  She had a dark blue garment like a sari.  While I was enjoying the wonderful view of the cathedral I suddenly saw, to my amazement, the snow covered hills of the Himalayas”.The woman in the blue sari was the Mother Maria.  India, the Himalayas, embodies the feminine that appeared on the horizon and slowly approached Rome  the Catholic Church.  The wine symbolised painful transformation through treading, or pressing.  It is the feminine spirit of India, the waters of India from which Father Bede developed himself, over almost forty years, and from which the masculine Catholic Church will be transformed.  During my three trips to India the feeling became steadily stronger that India is much closer to Christ and that his being is much better understood in the East than it is by the Christians of the West.  It was India that opened the door to Christ for me  and it was Christ himself who leads me to the world religions to show me that his spirit was all embracing and universal.  According to the words of the Bible: “I will draw all to me”.  Father Bede said in his lecture at Salzburg in the autumn of 1992: “Christ is Indian”.Shortly after returning from my last trip to India in December 1989, during which I encountered Father Bede for the first time and my interest in Christ and the Bible was awakened, I had this dream:“I was sitting at home in my living room, in a stuffed chair, in front of many piles of old books, so high that they reached the ceiling.  My 

oldest sister was there and I asked her if she would look for a bible.  She sorted and sorted, and after a long strenuous search she handed me an old leather bound copy of the bible.  I opened the book, hoping to read something.  Behold, what did I see?  A wonderful Hindu temple, painted in soft pastel colours; the domes were decorated with golden leaves and written over the entrance in gold letters wasIndien macht frei  India makes you freeOnly many years later was I able to connect this dream with my first meeting with Father Bede.  It was his spirit that planted the seed in my soul to prepare for the message of the Universal Christ.  It was only a question of time for the seed to germinate and to grow and flourish in the light of his spirit and loving care.
Fritz Ortler lives in Illerstissen, Germany.  This article was translated by Jean JaspersenNägele
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THE BEDE GRIFFITHS SANGHA NEWSLETTERFifty stunning paintings and wood sculptures were brought for our retreat to enhance all the main rooms we used at Gaunts House.  They were the work of two artists of international repute, Jyoti Sahi and Caroline Mackenzie, direct products of Fr Bede's inspiration.Jyoti was 19 when Bede encouraged him to join him at the Kurisumala monastic ashram, three years before Bede moved to Shantivanam, where Jyoti also worked briefly to embellish the chapel.  Since then, Jyoti's paintings, architecture, and sculpted window grilles have breathed a special life into literally dozens of churches and institutions across India, including the Catholic Bishops Centre in Bangalore and Benares Cathedral. Jyoti's display at Gaunts included four series: the Krista Leela, Christ's passion play journey like an alternative 'stations' of the cross; the Yoga of Jesus where Christ's life is portrayed in asanas or postures; Birds of Healing where the giant goose ha

msa represents the divine presence as it does in the Celtic tradition; and the ashramas of Jesus where the traditional Indian stages of life are portrayed in faces of Christ from childhood, through the baptism in the Jordan to the 'man of sorrows'.The freshness is evident if I transcribe what Jyoti' says about just one of the other canvases.  At first glance it is merely a hidden woodland glade illuminated as if from within by the moon and with two mythical birds in the foreground.   In fact, he explains, the Conference of the Birds "... is a reflective reading of a Sufi classic written in Iran in the 12th century.  Different birds come together to search for the legendary simurga, which like the phoenix or garuda, is an image of Divine rebirth.  The birds are metaphors for the different conditions of the human soul, whose love for the moon is proverbial.  The eggs also represent the mystery of life and birth.  The changing phases of the moon, the blue tones touched with pink and silver all allude to re-generation and (in India) the 'twice-born', first as an egg and then as a winged creature..." Caroline, who was with us at Gaunts leading the bhajan singing and who designed the Sangha's logo, was once Jyoti's student and has spent 15 years in India training, studying and carving.  Her work is showing how Indian Christian art can be used refreshingly in our tired western rationalism.One of her notable sculptures was commissioned at the millennium for St Philip's Cathedral in Birmingham, showing The Peaceable Kingdom where the lion lies down with the lamb.  Another, a Nativity which has a very Indian bull as backdrop to Joseph cradling the child Jesus, has been adopted by the organisation Fathers Direct as an iconic statement of the new fatherhood.Her display of photographs showed us how the very ordinary 1970's shell of St Helens Church, Caerphilly (near Cardiff) has been transformed.  She has re-ordered the sanctuary end as a darkened garbha griha ('womb house' or 'cave of the heart' such as one finds at Shantivanam) with a new tabernacle of the dancing risen Christ.  In front is an altar 

whose textile frontal displays the five elements.  Flanking all this are four low relief oak carvings which 're-vision' familar themes.  For instance, the Good Samaritan is a low caste Indian woman; and the Women who come to the empty Easter tomb are met by a dancing angel.How can all this water our spirituality?  Fr Bede encouraged Jyoti and other artists because (as Caroline herself has written) images and symbols in our faith are one of the best means of holding paradoxes together.  In some mysterious way, symbolism is able to transform energy.  In the West, medieval and renaissance painting and sculpture are rich in a complex iconography of spiritual meaning.  However, familiarity and the age of 'enlightenment' has drained this of life; most guide-books to galleries and cathedrals are more concerned with style than with meaning.  Like a drained battery, our unconscious energy needs this drip feed of new life from an eastern river.Bernard Kilroy lives in Hartley Wintney, Hants.Bernardkilroy@uk2.net     

Indian Chri
stian Art at 

Gaunts House Bernard Kil
roy

 The Word Made FleshJyoti Sahi
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THE BEDE GRIFFITHS SANGHA NEWSLETTERA BUDDHIST CHRISTIAN WAYDear SanghaI have been meditating for about thirteen years not and following a Buddhist path.  That was fine for about ten years but then my path started to become my own and I found I had ceased to follow and had become a pioneer in my own world  responsible for my own experience and discovery.  It was at that time that I started to have an experience of reality, of love, and really felt in tune with the experiences expressed by the Christian mystics.  God had entered by life.  That threw me  I just never expected that.  Right now I stand between two great traditions  Buddhism and Catholicism  not wishing to be bound by their dogma but feeling a need for a Sangha  something bigger, more loving and more inclusive.  I am not sure where I fit in but have been encouraged by the vision of Bede Griffiths.  The words of Teilhard de Chardin, William Johnston and Diarmid O'Murchu also inspire me to a greater vision.With best wishesIStephen HubbardGlasgow

New Father Bede site on the webA new Internet based discussion group has been formed by Brother Thomas Faulkenbury and John Chiaromonte for discussion about the vision of Father Bede and related matters.  email BedeGriffithsCyberAshram@yahoogroups.com

GODI suddenly saw that all the time it was not I who had been seeking God, but God who had been seeking me.  I had made myself the centre of my own existence and had my back turned to God.  All the beauty and truth which I had discovered had come to me as a reflection of his beauty, but I had kept my eyes fixed on the reflection and was always looking at myself.But God had brought me to the point at which I was compelled to turn away from the reflection, both of myself and of the world which could only mirror my own image.  During that night the mirror had been broken, and I had felt abandoned because I could no long gaze upon the image of my own reason and the finite world which it knew.  God had brought me to my knees and made me acknowledge my own nothingness, and out of that knowledge I had been reborn.  I was no longer the center of my life and therefore I could see God in everything.Bede Griffiths  The Golden String
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NEW BOOK ON FATHER BEDEBrother Wayne Teasdale and SkyLight Publishing (Woodstock, Vermont, USA) have published Bede Griffiths: An Introduction to his Interspiritual Thought  This is an in-depth study of Father Bede’s contemplative experience and theology.  This book was originally published in India as Towards a Christian Vedanta, and this new edition is available in the UK fromDeep BooksUnit 3, Goose Green Trading Estate,47 East Dulwich RoadLondon Se22 9BN+44 208 693 0234



The relationship of any biographer to any subject is almost like a marriage.  The special way I know Bede is as someone who never met him, but who, as his biographer, spent over three years of my life with him, morning, noon and, sometimes, even night.  Someone who became so devoted to him that when I finished the book it was a bereavement. I want to talk about how Father Bede affected so many people. How he touched our lives.  But I also want to talk about why he had such an impact and why his personality and his thinking continues, ten years after his death, to affect people. I would say more, I would claim that he has had an effect on the spiritual climate in which we live.  His life and his writing have caused a perceptible shift in the way we think.I think one of the answers to why he touched so many lives is because in many ways he was like us - he was like us only more so. I would like to sketch out some aspects of the life of this man I never met through the particular lens that is personal to me, but which I believe is shared by many of us. It is as if he was the macrososm to my - may I say to our? -  microcosm.  He lived fully the inner, spiritual, life so many of us are drawn to, though most of us are distracted by the world, by relationships, by sex, marriage, children, jobs, while he was utterly dedicated to his vision.  I am hoping that, by drawing as it were a character sketch of the points at which his life was like ours, the ways in which he himself was like us, to explore why he touched our lives so deeply.  Why what he stood for resonates with so many people.  I would like to talk about the way he was like us, but so much bigger than us.  We are, as Newton famously said, dwarves standing on the shoulders of giants.   To be scrupulously honest I will use myself as an example - after 

all I can only guess how he was like you.  Upbringing.First the very obvious things  - he was English, middle class, Anglican.  I suspect these things apply to quite a few people in this room.  They certainly do to me.  He was born in 1906 so had all the hang-ups that were still around when I was born. He was, for many years, a 

reserved and inhibited man as were so many with that background. .    He lived in the south of England, he was educated in the south of England and went to Oxford.   I lived in the south of England and though I was the only one of my six siblings not to go to Oxford, I felt I had been, it was so much part of my life.  Bede could very easily have been my uncle. He was very English, indeed his Englishness was sometimes affectionately laughed at.  Indeed that precise Oxford accent must have sounded extraordinary when it was first heard among the coconut groves.  He never quite lost the air of a rather patriarchal, donnish, very English figure and he knew it.Mystical Experience.The most important single experience of his life, the great mind-blowing catalyst of his life, happened when he was 17.  I am sure you are all very familiar with this, but it is so crucial to his life that I would like to read it to you now.   He was seventeen years old, walking in the 

school playing fields.  He had walked this way before; he had seen other beautiful evenings; he had often heard the birds singing with that full-throated ease which precedes the dying of the day.  But this day was different:  'I remember now the shock of surprise with which the sound broke on my ears.  It seemed to me that I had never heard 

the birds singing before and I wondered whether they sang like this all the year round and I had never noticed it.  As I walked on I came upon some hawthorn trees in full bloom and again I thought that I had never seen such a sight or experienced such sweetness before.  If I had been brought suddenly among the trees of the Garden of Paradise and heard a choir of angels singing I could not have been more surprised.  I came then to where the sun was setting over the playing fields.  A lark rose suddenly from the ground beside the tree where I was standing and poured out its song above my head, and then sank still singing to rest. Everything then grew still as the sunset faded and the veil of dusk began to cover the earth.  I remember now the feeling of awe which came over me.  I felt inclined to kneel on the ground, as though I had been standing in the presence of an angel; and I hardly dared to look on the face of the sky, because it 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seemed as though it was but a veil before the face of God.'  (The Golden String)Many of us have had similar experiences.  I had one such when I was fifteen, also at school.  It was early May, a bright spring morning, and I was walking through the woods, by a beech tree, its young bright green leaves just unfurling.  I cannot talk as articulately as Bede about it, actually I can hardly talk about it at all, but I know it changed my life, determined the direction my life would take, just as in a much more complete way Bede's experience determined his future.  I know too that one of the reasons I was drawn to Bede so strongly and instinctively was because he had written about his experience and thus enabled me to share it with him and to admit and understand my own a little better.I think it is almost impossible to overestimate the importance of that experience in Bede's life, for there is a sense in which his whole life was a living out of it.  For much of his life, consciously or unconsciously, he was always seeking the state of ecstasy he had glimpsed on the summer evening.  As a young man it led him to maintain that a new religion was needed and that its prophets were Wordsworth, Shelley and Keats, for his religion was the worship of nature and he could see no connection between the God manifested in nature and the God preached in church.   From that moment in his young schoolboys' life everything changed, his only pleasure became the mysterious, almost sacramental communion with nature and one of the most moving things about his life was that he had to wait until he was over 80 years old before he recaptured it.   But here, in the school playing grounds, in the year of 1924, his search for God had begun.  Influence of Classics In 1925 Bede went up to Oxford to read Classics, where he found the university was divided into two categories - the 'athletes' and the 'aesthetes.'   

Bede, I need hardly say, came into the second category, industrious, poor, rarely meeting girls, loving nature and walking and spending most of his free time with two special friends, Martyn Skinner and Hugh Waterman.  Incidentally it says something for that friendship that it continued all their lives, until, one by one, they all died.  This classical background shows in much of his thought and writing - it was the intellectual backbone of his life as the great mystical experience was the heart of his spiritual life.  He did well in Classics but decided to 

change to English Literature, hoping that would bring him nearer to living out his vision and that the poetic imagination would help him to keep in touch with the reality he had glimpsed that summer evening at school.  And it was of course through reading English Literature that he met C.S. Lewis and came to know members of the famous 'Inklings' set, though he was never a member.  One of the reasons he was not a full member reflects rather sadly on him.  There was a lot of drinking and laughing, and at that time Bede was considered rather serious, rather lacking in humour.I wonder how you identify with this part of Bede's life?  There is a parallel here for me, for I belong to the generation that had to study Latin at school, and preferably Greek as well.  The great classical myths were part of our mealtime conversations as a family.   I also have to admit to a similarity to the Bede that was not a full Inkling member, for at one stage in my school life I worked rather hard and became known as Ernestina!  We were very concerned then with achievement - we still 

are of course.CommunityI am not going to say much about the crucially important year of 1930, which he spent in a small community in Eastington, for we none of us can easily  identify with that experience.  The reason we do not identify easily is quite interesting.  For any of us under, say, fifty, it was not in the least remarkable to live as near to nature as possible in small, self-sufficient communities, indeed in the sixties it was the sort of thing lots of people were doing.  On the other hand those of us over 

fifty simply didn't do it and apart from a few rare exceptions like Tolstoy hadn't even thought of it.   Yet community and ecology and our attitude to the earth is deep in our hearts.   I remember the Berkshire Downs, where I grew up, being ploughed up and the warnings by that famous naturalist Frank Fraser Darling who was a neighbour of ours.  I remember the beginning of the rape of the hedges.  It devastated us, but few of us did anything about it.  Here again Bede was ahead of his time.  He saw, he cared and he tried to do something about it, not by campaigning or writing letters to the press, but by trying to live out his ideals.  So already, by the time he was 20, Bede was seen to be like us but taking it further, being braver.  In short being a pioneer.  The fact that the little community broke up after less than a year does not make it any less significant. Many bold, significant pioneering attempts have failed. Think of Scott of the Antarctic.  He reached the South Pole at his second attempt, only to find that Amundsen had beaten him to it.  They all 

died on the return journey.  But who is the best remembered, the best loved,  of the great explorers? Yet 'The experiment' as they referred to their year at Eastington, should not be regarded as a failure.  They were profoundly influenced by their shared motivation and the sense of unity deriving from their conviction that what was nearest to nature was good.  Bede referred to it as 'the decisive event of our lives.'   It bound the three of them together with hoops of steel. ChristianityProbably many of us were brought up Christians and probably many of us have since lapsed.  So it was with Bede. He was brought up an Anglican, but by the time he was at Oxford he and his friends were finding Christianity 'drab and out of date'.   (That was nearly 80 years ago and don't the words sound rather familiar today?)  The seeds of his Christianity were nourished in conversation with C.S. Lewis when he was at Oxford, who at the time was no more a Christian than Bede was.  It was a curious friendship.  Bede said that a tutorial with Lewis was 'a battle of wits, and it was through opposition that one came to friendship with him.'  Lewis said their friendship 'began in disagreement and ended in argument.'   Yet friendship it undoubtedly was and they became Christians at the same time, in the mid 1930s, arguing to the brink, for Bede became a Roman Catholic and Lewis, an Ulsterman and a Protestant to his bones, was convinced Bede was trying to convert him.Many people will resonate to this development of Christian upbringing, followed by disillusion, then conversion.  Then there was the whole question of the Church - but we will come to that later. The pull of the EastMany of us will resonate with Bede's dissatisfaction with Western Christianity and his longing to go to India.. Here again he was like us but 

H i s  o n l y  p l e a s u r e  b e c a m ethe mysterious, almost sacramentalcommunion with nature (and)he had to wait until he was over80 years old before he recaptured it
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bigger than us. Many of us long for the East, long for India.  To keep the parallel going I will admit where Bede touches my life here.  Like many people, in my twenties I had a fleeting understanding of nirvana, and how in nirvana the atman is absorbed into brahman - it blew my mind.  I started practising an Eastern meditation soon after that.Many of us have been to India, sometimes even for quite long periods.   Here again Bede took our longings further.  He went to live there when he was 49 and he spent the remaining 38 years of his life there.  He dressed like a Hindu sadhu, he ate Indian food, he incorporated Hindu rituals into the liturgy...you all know about that and many of you have experienced it.  Most of all he absorbed Indian philosophy and religion.  He was a pioneer in the marriage of East and West and for the second half of this talk I want to explore the way in which what he lived touches us.  How it reflects a need in us and what we can learn from him, how we can take his vision further.So just what do people, what did Bede, seek in the East?  He himself expresses with his usual classical clarity, why he needed to go to India.'I had begun to find that there was something lacking not only in the Western world but in the Western Church.  We were living from one half of our soul, from the conscious, rational level and we needed to discover the other half, the unconscious, intuitive dimension.  I wanted to experience in my life the marriage of these two dimensions of human existence, the rational and intuitive, the conscious and unconscious, the masculine and feminine.  I wanted to find the way to the marriage of East and West.' (Marriage of East and West.) He is very clear what he sought - and he found it.  For the first time it was not the beauty of nature that entranced him so much as the sheer beauty and vitality of the people, of the human form.  Like anyone visiting 

India for the first time he was overwhelmed by the smells, the noise, the exuberant swarming masses, children running round naked, women in saris, men in turbans, cows wandering round the streets, even sleeping, disdainful of danger, in the midst of the traffic.  Almost immediately he felt at one with the Indian 

people and began to discover, as had hoped he would, the dimension he had found missing in the West,  'the other half of his soul': 'Whether sitting or standing or walking there was grace in all their movements and I felt that I was in the presence of a hidden power of nature. I explained it to myself by saying that these people were living from the 'unconscious'.  People in the West are dominated by the conscious mind; they go 

about their business each shut up in his own ego.  There is a kind of fixed determination in their minds, which makes their movements and gestures stiff and awkward, and they all tend to wear the same drab clothes.  But in the East people live not from the 

conscious mind but from the unconscious, from the body not from the mind. As a result they have the natural spontaneous beauty of flowers and animals, and their dress is as varied and colourful as that of a flowergarden.' (Marriage of East and West)He found exuberance, colour, a sense of the sacred; a respect for the earth. Over the years India confirmed his instinct that God need not be claimed as the exclusive property of any 

one religion, but that the various religions have the same goal; that there are 'many ways up a mountain' as an Indian poem has it.  Another thing that sets Bede apart was that he really studied.  He was not much of a linguist, but he did at least try to learn Sanskrit.   He read the texts and he had a fair grasp of the theology and philosophy underlying Eastern religions.   We tend to talk airily about Eastern mysticism while not having very much knowledge on the subject.  I am sure that, as long as it is not at the cost of experience, and there is no reason why it should be, Bede would have approved. Bede was foremost among those who feel that we are entering a new era of consciousness.  (I don't want to get drawn into the New Age here, though Bede was sympathetic to some of it, the term New Age is merely an umbrella phrase encompassing everything from the sublime to the ridiculous.)  As early as 1966, 37 years ago, well before anybody else, Bede was writing that we were in a stage of transition, between the break-up of ancient cultures and the birth of a new civilisation.  He was brought up in these ancient cultures - remember his classical background - and he could see it more clearly then, perhaps, than we can now as Latin and Greek become a dim memory and something our grandparents cared about.   Six years later, in 1972, he wrote to a friend 'I feel that we are on the eve of a breakthrough in consciousness, of a new wave of civilization.'  In 1979, daring to speak on the very public platform of the Tablet, he criticised the Church, to which he remained loyal for his entire life, saying, 'Could not the Church be more aware of the tremendous search for God, for a new consciousness beyond the mental consciousness, for a new age of spirituality which many  believe is now dawning?'   I give the dates as proof, if proof were needed, that he was if not ahead of his time, at the very least he was at its cutting edge. 

Father Bede at his birthday party December 17th 1990
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THE BEDE GRIFFITHS SANGHA NEWSLETTERBede was convinced that the dawning of this new consciousness was a result of the West coming into contact with the East.   Before most people he realised that we are leaving the age of western domination, the rational mind inherited from Greek philosophy and Roman law, of patriarchy.  We are at the end of an age and a new order of being and consciousness is emerging.  How do we relate to that?  Perhaps that is something we could discuss later.  But I think many of us are aware of a shift of consciousness, a change of paradigms, even if we cannot always be very articulate about it. I think it's also one of those rare areas in which value judgements can play a part.  Are the changes of consciousness that we perceive for the better?  Are we evolving upward?  Do we need a base from which to evolve or are we content to break away altogether from tradition.MeditationOne of the best ways to evolve spiritually is through meditation.  It was at the heart of Bede's teaching.  Martyn Skinner's daughter Kate, who knew him well, once asked him what he could teach her and he said, 'Meditate.  That's all I can tell you.  Meditate.'   It's very likely that many of us here have received little or possibly no training in prayer.  We welcome, as Bede did, the discovery of the practice of meditation, in particular two aspects of meditation that are neglected in Christian teaching - method and posture.  In the west such things tend to be dismissed as putting technique before grace, but we would do better to learn from them, giving them their due as helpful aids on the path of reflection and contemplation.  In an article in Monastic Studies Bede pointed out this shortcoming.   He wrote that western methods of prayer and meditation, while having a deep supernatural basis, are extremely weak when it comes to the natural basis that is the physical and the psychological basis.  He realised that westerners, 

seeking a contemplative life-style, needed to listen to the voice of the east and learn methods of prayer and discipline and contemplation.  Just as he needed to go to India to find the other half of his soul, so he recognised this need in others:In the world today young people are everywhere seeking a new understanding and a new experience of God, the infinite Reality. Many of them are now going to Hindu ashrams and Buddhist monasteries, where they can learn methods of meditation and of control of mind and body, which, they believe, can lead them to this goal of "Godrealisation." A Christian monastery should surely be a place where this "Godconsciousness" can be found. (Eastern Religious Experience Monastic Studies Vol 9 1972There are people in the Christian west who resist Eastern methods of meditation and are convinced that everything needed is available in Christian prayer and liturgy.  Bede was not among them.  Nor am I, if I may speak for the dwarves.  For too long, he claimed, we have been content with a form of prayer which is content to remain on a level of adoration, praise, thanksgiving, petition, and repentance, 'and the ancient ideal of contemplation, of the direct experience of God in prayer, has been almost lost to view. In the same way we have been content with a theology which is based on reason illumined by faith, but does not lead to an experience of God in the Spirit.'  (The Sources of Indian Spirituality 1973)He felt this renewal of the spiritual life of the Church was - and indeed is - its most urgent need.  He went further, saying 'it may be said with certainty that this renewal cannot take place today without contact with the oriental tradition.'  He often reminded us how the Church went to Greece and Rome to learn theology and law, but that she has to go to the East to learn spiritual wisdom.  'We are entering 

on a new age of the Church and the world, and it is the meeting of East and West at the level of meditation and contemplation which is the sign of the new age.'  (Indian Spiritual Tradition and the Church in India Outlook 1976)But how do we accommodate the east and the west within us?  Speaking for myself I first came across eastern meditation in the early 1960s.  After just a few weeks, for the first time after years of rather desultory Anglicanism, I began to glimpse the meaning of the Fourth Gospel; I thrilled to a new understanding of what the Psalmist meant when he said 'Darkness and light to Thee are both alike'; I read The Cloud of Unknowing, moved to the core by lines such as 'A naked intention directed to God, and himself alone, is wholly sufficient.'  Twenty-five years later, after hours of eastern meditation, much reading of eastern texts and Christian mystics, in particular Meister Eckhart, I became a Roman Catholic.  The east, far from taking me away from Christianity, had drawn me to its heart in a new way.  For Bede, the aim of meditation was to pass beyond the limits of the rational consciousness and awake to the inner life of the Spirit, to the indwelling presence of God.   The diversity of modern living has strengthened our need for unity; the flight from God to science and technology has led to our realisation that we are nothing if we do not make the journey inwards. We are learning the value of silence, learning that silent meditation can lead to a sense of union, travelling beyond doctrine and dogma to a glimpse of the transcendental reality.  We are learning that though there are many methods of meditating, indeed many religions, many faith traditions, they all lead to the same place.  This knowledge resonates more with today's seekers than dogmatic and doctrinal formulations of a religion.  Many of us want to reach the source, the still point which every religion shares.  Meditation is the first step on 

this journey.  The meditator is taken beyond the duality that pervades so much western thinking to an experience of unity. .  This emphasis on direct experience is precisely in tune with many westerners who are unwilling to pray with concepts; many are even unhappy with images, in the Ignatian style.  John Main, who Bede much admired, used to say that 'Meditation verifies the truths of your faith in your own experience.' DualityI remember going to a quiet week run by the Sangha at the Rowan Tree Centre and there was someone there who constantly said, in a sad, wistful voice  'Christianity is always going on about duality'.  I had never seen it so clearly, but this man was voicing something many of us feel in our hearts, even if we have not pin-pointed exactly what it is about.  Much Christian thinking is devoted to seeing things in dualistic terms - God and Man, heaven and earth, I and Thou, good and bad, whereas Vedantic Hinduism has always searched for the transcendent reality beyond the phenomena of the senses.  Bede was very drawn to this Hindu teaching of advaita, which simply means 'Not Two.'  Going beyond duality was, he felt, the only way to reach what he called 'differentiated wholeness' and the best way to go beyond duality was by meditation.  He would say also that you could reach duality through love of another human being, that when you love somebody completely you give yourself totally to them, they give themselves to you; you are not two and yet you are not simply one. You don't lose yourself in Love, you find yourself.  While the word comes from the Vedas, there can also be a Christian advaita. Abhishiktananda, the French Benedictine, who was one of the original founders of Shantivanam, wrote:  'in reality advaita is already present at the root of Christian experience.  It is simply the mystery that God and the world are not two.'    
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THE BEDE GRIFFITHS SANGHA NEWSLETTERBy 1981 Bede felt that he had become more and more 'advaitin':'It seems to me that we have ultimately to go beyond all forms of thought  even beyond the Trinity, the Incarnation, the Church etc.  All these belong to the world of 'signs'  manifestations of God in human thought  but God himself, Truth itself, is beyond all forms of thought.  All meditation should lead into silence, into the world of 'nonduality', when all the differences  and conflicts   in this world are transcended  not that they are simply annulled, but that they are taken up into a deeper unity of being in which all conflicts are resolved  rather like colours being absorbed into pure white light, which contains all the colours but resolves their differences.' (letter to Nigel Bruce 21 August 1981So too he wrote, as Abhishiktananda did, about Christian non-dualism:So Jesus and the father had this total oneness and yet distinction. The Hindu says I am Brahman, it is a wonderful insight but the danger is you identify with Brahman, with Atman, and your individual self disappears. But in Love you don't disappear, you surrender yourself totally, you go beyond your ego, your limited self and you find your real self in God, in Brahman. Jesus finds himself in the Father and the Father in him. And he calls us to share in that nondual relationship with the Father, 'That they may be one as I in Thee and Thou in me'. That is Christian nondualism. (Beyond Duality The Bridge No 8 Christmas)He often quoted these lines from St John's Gospel.  Partly because he believed them profoundly, but also, I often think, because it was a way to get through to those Christians who are resistant to anything savouring of the East.  He knew it was possible to learn from the East and to remain a Christian, but he knew that 

some people feared stepping beyond their immediate doctrinal position.   He was quite realistic in the way he talked to people about ideas that might not be immediately appealing to them.BeingThere is respect for the question 'Who am I?'  There is even the beginnings of an answer in the emphasis on the importance of simply 'being'.  On the whole westerners are concerned with doing, whereas the east is more content simply to be.  Incidentally I think Bede would have loved The Power of Now - and if any of you haven't read it, please do.  His stroke  I am not going to talk about the stroke itself, but I must talk about the effect it had on him.  At the beginning of this talk I suggested that there is a way in which the whole of Bede's life can be seen as a search to re-experience those moments in the school playground, when he knew.   Somehow, during all those years 66 years, though, especially in the early years, he had longed for a repetition of the experience, it had not happened.  He had had to struggle through years during which the search had taken place mainly in his head - the years and his longing for experience had not broken his pre-occupation with reasoning and knowledge.  He had had to wait many many years, but at last it happened and he was like a man reborn.  It is a long story, and familiar to most of us.  But I want to end with three things he said during those days, for though he was to live another two very active years, he did, in these weeks of extreme illness, reach something beyond any experience he had previously had, though he had talked about it, now he knew it. So what happened to him then?  He had an experience of overwhelming love. The ego has collapsed.  I feel totally free.  All the barriers have broken down. I think I know now what the void of Buddhism is:

“I had some breakfast and then I felt sort of restless, disturbed, not knowing quite what was happening.  The inspiration came suddenly again to surrender to the Mother.  It was quite unexpected: “Surrender to the Mother.”  And so I somehow made a surrender to the Mother.  Then I had an experience of overwhelming love.  Waves of love sort of flowed into me.  Judy Walter, my great friend, was watching.  Friends were beside me all the time.  I called out to her, “I'm being overwhelmed by love”.“Death, the Mother, the Void, all was love.  It was an overwhelming love, so strong that I could not contain myself.  I did not know whether I would survive.  I knew “I” had to die, but whether it would be in this world or another, I did not know.  At first I thought I would die and just be engulfed in this love.  It was the “unconditional love” of which I had often spoken, utterly mysterious, beyond words.”He also, of course, burst beyond the boundaries I set myself in this talk - for there is probably not anyone here who can say they have shared this last great experience.  I certainly have not.   He leapt beyond us here, as he had always been beyond us in scale and courage, now he was privileged to have an experience that few people have this side of the grave. I hope I have managed to convey something of the way in which I feel Bede was both like us and beyond us.  That the reason he touched our lives so deeply was because he stood at the same crossroads as we do - longing for direct experience, recognising a new era of consciousness, valuing meditation, seeking a state of unity beyond duality, a state of pure being in which we can be fully ourselves, while, if we wish, retaining the faith to which we are attempting to be faithful.  He was a great man and a great 

prophet and we are fortunate to walk in the wake of his vision, whether or not we actually knew him.Shirley du Boulay lives in Oxford 
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THE BEDE GRIFFITHS SANGHA NEWSLETTER VISITS TOINDIAKevin Tingay may be leading a trip to India in early 2005. It will be toNorth India, including Delhi, Varanasi, and other places of religiousinterest. It would last around two weeks and it would be possible forparticipants to travel on to South India independentlyto visit Shantivanam or other places. If any Sangha members and friends areinterested then get in touch with Kevin to register an interest. No definite commitment is needed at this stage.Details from Kevin Tingay, The Rectory, Camerton, Bath, BA2 0PU.01761 470249. email: kgxt@compuserve.comALSOBernard and Janine Kilroy, with Christians Aware,will be leading a visit to sacred places and village social work projects in February 2004.  Bernard says, “We will experience at first hand the energy, joy and colour of village communities”.  The trip will include a retreat at Shantivanam.  Contact Bernard or Janine without obligation.Tel: 01252 843133bernardkilroy@uk2.net
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THE BEDE GRIFFITHS SANGHA NEWSLETTERMemories of Father BedeCaroline Walker
There must be many who have memories  of Father Bede to share.  I know we are sensitive to the need not to create a personality cult around him and of course that is something he himself avoided; in fact I have a postcard he sent me which is the familiar picture of him with a young Indian boy in the background; after the message he writes. "I thought you might like this picture, especially of the young Indian boy".  This amused me a lot.My first visit to Shantivanam in 1979 was not as a seeker after truth but as a deliverer of plants.  My husband and I were guests at Seva Nilayam, (also in Tamil Nadu) a clinic run by Dora Scarlett, an elderly English woman and old friend of Father Bede.  Dora, a great gardener, was concerned that the disastrous floods of late 1979 had destroyed the Shantivanam gardens.  We were dispatched with boxes of plants and cuttings to help repair the damage.  Once there we took the opportunity to stay a few days and experience ashram life. Initial incomprehension and awkwardness turned in the course of a few days for us into the beginnings of a long and profoundly transformative relationship with Father Bede and the ashram community which lasted until we left India in 1987.Over the course of those seven years we made many visits to the ashram and the blocks towards Christianity that I had felt simply 

melted away.  When my first daughter was born in the village where we worked I had no hesitation in asking Father Bede's advice on baptism.  With characteristic generosity he offered to baptize the baby at Shantivanam, even though we were not Catholics, saying, 'Baptism is a common sacrament.'  He helped to select readings appropriate to our daughter's name Maya Sophie: one from the Upanishads illuminating the concept of maya, and a passage about wisdom from the Apocrypha.  We used water from the river Cauvery, and involved the whole of the ashram community.  Three years later my second daughter was also baptized by Father Bede and again he had selected wonderful readings, this time about water, and some resident musicians played for us.  The baby cried all the way through, prompting Father Bede to say afterwards, 'Perhaps we should have done the exorcism, after all!' I have one vivid memory of a very stormy night when we all were gathered in the temple for evening service.  Father Bede had just come in through the side door and sat down, when someone opposite him attracted his attention and with a horrified face pointed to the door.  A very long rat snake had just slithered in behind him, presumably escaping from the pouring rain outside.  Perfectly calmly Father Bede stood up and gently said 'Shoo, shoo!' to 

the snake, which obediently, and much to everyone's relief, turned around and slithered back out again  Some of the staff went out after it.  Later he said ruefully to me, ' I wish they wouldn't kill the snakes we find here in the ashram, but they almost always do!'Another lovely memory I treasure is of one of my last visits to the ashram when he was not in good health.  I was asked to take him some breakfast.  He sat up in bed laughing and said,' I had a terrible dream last night: I dreamt I was married, and the woman was awful, and I couldn't get out of it!’Finally the memory of which I am most fond is of a visit we made when my elder daughter was about five years old.  Father Bede's practice at that time was to come to the coffee circle in the morning, greet new guests, and invite them to see him for a chat.  To our surprise he came straight to Maya Sophie that day and said 'We haven't had a chat yet, would you like to come at three o'clock?   She agreed and at the appointed time off she went to his room armed with some of her books and games.  When she finally emerged some twenty minutes later we were eager to know how they had spent the time:  'Oh', she said, 'it was great. We just played dominoes'.  Sadly there are no photographs of the guru in his orange robes sitting with the little child outside his hut but that image shines on in my 

memory as one of the most profound insights I received from Father Bede. 'Unless you become like a little child ...'Caroline Walker lives in Hartland Devon
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Sangha Contacts and GroupsEnglandBeds: Bedford, Peter Forrest 01234 831361Bucks: Marlow, Michael Day  01628 474034Cornwall: Penzance, Christa-Maria Herrmann 01736 350510Devon: Exeter, Joan Uzzells 01392 276825Essex: Chris Collingwood  0181 504 4476Gloucestershire: Timothy and Victoria Glazier 01453 839488Hants: Gosport, Sue Howse 02392 528601Kent: Canterbury, Jill  & Adrian  01227 752871 Meditation Group 1st Friday of each month 7.15 p.m.London N4: Ann O’Donoghue 0207 359 1929London SE: Hilary Knight 0168 986 1004 Meditation Group Wednesdays 7.30 p.m.London N/Herts:  Edgar Holroyd-Doveton 020 8386 4323Northants: Henry Worthy 01604 513032Meditation group Thursdays at 8 p.m.Oxon: Oxford Shirley du Boulay 01865 310332Somerset: Taunton Valeria Ives 01823 432468Somerset: Bath Kevin Tingay 01761 470249Suffolk: Wendy Mulford 01728 604169W. Sussex: Gillian Maher 01444 455334Chichester: Therese O’Neill 01730 814879 Group 1st Friday of each month at 2.00 p.m.Northern IrelandBelfast: Sighle Mary O’Donoghue 02890 287471Stan Papenfus 02844 841451ScotlandAberdeen: Angelika Monteux 01224 867409Glasgow Steve Woodward 01355 224937Edinburgh: Laird McLean 0131 478 1673WalesWest Wales: Joan Walters 01646 692496Overseas contactsAustralia Andrew Howie iona@netspace.net.au Denmark Vicky Lasheras: lasheras@mail.tele.dk Eire Michael Woods +353 502 48696France Nerte Chaix michoule@club-internet.frIndia Br. Martin: brothermartin111@hotmail.comUSA Carolyn Cowan: ccmission@cox.netWestern USA Jackie Greedy 775 883 0854If any one would like to have their names added as local contacts please let us know.  Please also let us have details of any groups you would like included

RETURN ADDRESSBeech Tree CottageSellingFaversham, KentME13 9RHUK
THE BEDE GRIFFITHS SANGHA

For further information contactAdrian Rance and Jill HemmingsPhone: + 44 (0)1227 752871bg.sangha@btinternet.comWe’re on the Webwww.bedegriffiths.comandhttp://uk.msnusers.com/sahajanandaashram Sangha EventsSpiritual Experience in the Light of St John’s Gospel. Bognor Regis Sat Oct 25th with Ken Knight of the Alister Hardy SocietyYvonne Dinwiddy 01243 263576Sangha  Advent Retreat, Prinknash Abbey November 28th-30th Contact Jill and Adrian on 01227 752871 Application form with this newsletter.Sangha Summer Meeting 2004Park Place Pastoral Centre,Fareham   In the LightIt is with great sadness that we learn of the death of Mike Togher well known to Sangha members both in Kent and in Gloucestershire.  Our prayers are with his mother.We also put in the light our Sangha friends James Hunter and Christa Maria Herrmann who face changes in their lives
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